Cadette, Senior, or Ambassador Girl Scout troops can agree, as a troop, to opt-out of the girl rewards. This means that each girl must sign this form agreeing to forgo all rewards at each level*. If each girl agrees and the troop opts out, the troop will earn additional proceeds. See the Volunteer Cookie Guide for more information.

This form needs to be submitted to the council by uploading it as part of completing the online Rewards Opt-Out form. Online form can be found here.

This form is due by January 8, 2024.

Troop Number______________________         Service Unit _______________________________

Troop Administrator ________________________________________________

We agree to participate in the Opt-Out Program for the 2024 Cookie Program and understand that, by signing below, we forgo any individual rewards* earned in order to receive additional troop proceeds.

____________________________________      __________________
Girl Scout Signature                        Parent/Guardian Signature

____________________________________      __________________
Girl Scout Signature                        Parent/Guardian Signature

____________________________________      __________________
Girl Scout Signature                        Parent/Guardian Signature

____________________________________      __________________
Girl Scout Signature                        Parent/Guardian Signature

____________________________________      __________________
Girl Scout Signature                        Parent/Guardian Signature

____________________________________      __________________
Girl Scout Signature                        Parent/Guardian Signature

____________________________________      __________________
Girl Scout Signature                        Parent/Guardian Signature

*Girls will still earn patches, but will not earn Initial rewards, Final rewards, Troop rewards, or Top Seller rewards

2024 Cookie: OOF